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Our collective discussions have been fruitful. Based on HMMH's study and through our
working group meetings, we found that NADP-1, and in many cases combined with a
reduction in power at 1,200 feet or higher, is generally the best option currently identified
for reducing community noise levels.
Southwest Airlines was already using this procedure to qualify for Class E departures and
United Airlines and American Airlines voluntarily began using NADP-1 for their Orange
County departures. Delta Airlines and Frontier Airlines now fly less noise-generating
aircraft to and from John Wayne Airport and have also been active participants in our
discussions. Alaska Airlines has also been at the table for the workshops and has agreed
to adopt the optimal departure solution once test flown by other carriers. Collaborative
discussions with all carriers continue.
On behalf of the City of Newport Beach, I wish to thank American Airlines for being a part
of this unique endeavor. We greatly appreciate your cooperation and are planning to
publicly thank you as well once the new year begins.
We look forward to continuing to work together on ways to reduce community noise levels.
Thank you again.
Sinrl�,

i

D�n�
Newport Bea�
�ouncil Member
Vice Chair, City Aviation Committee
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Our collective discussions have been fruitful. Based on HMMH's study and through our
working group meetings, we found that NADP-1, and in many cases combined with a
reduction in power at 1,200 feet or higher, is generally the best option currently identified
for reducing community noise levels. Southwest Airlines was already using this procedure
to qualify for Class E departures and United Airlines and American Airlines voluntarily
began using NADP-1 for their Orange County departures. Delta Air Lines and Frontier
Airlines now fly less noise-generating aircraft to and from John Wayne Airport and have
also been active participants in our discussions. Alaska Airlines has also been at the table
for the workshops and has agreed to adopt the optimal departure solution once test flown
by other carriers. Collaborative discussions with all carriers continue.
On behalf of the City of Newport Beach, I wish to thank Delta Air Lines for being a part of
this unique endeavor. We greatly appreciate your cooperation and are planning to publicly
thank you as well once the new year begins.
We look forward to continuing to work together on ways to reduce community noise levels.
Thank you again.
SD:

Diane Dixo�
Newport Beach City Council Member
Vice Chair, City Aviation Committee
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for reducing community noise levels. Southwest Airlines was already using this procedure
to qualify for Class E departures and United Airlines and American Airlines voluntarily
began using NADP-1 for their Orange County departures. Delta Air Lines and Frontier
Airlines now fly less noise-generating aircraft to and from John Wayne Airport and have
also been active participants in our discussions. Alaska Airlines has also been at the table
for the workshops and has agreed to adopt the optimal departure solution once test flown
by other carriers. Collaborative discussions with all carriers continue.
On behalf of the City of Newport Beach, I wish to thank Frontier Airlines for being a part of
this unique endeavor. We greatly appreciate your cooperation and are planning to publicly
thank you as well once the new year begins.
We look forward to continuing to work together on ways to reduce community noise levels.
Thank you again.
Since
,
f}t _
Dian�f5w_
Newport Beach City Council Member
Vice Chair, City Aviation Committee
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Our collective discussions have been fruitful. Based on HMMH's study and through our
working group meetings, we found that NADP-1, and in many cases combined with a
reduction in power at 1,200 feet or higher, is generally the best option currently identified
for reducing community noise levels. Southwest Airlines was already using this procedure
to qualify for Class E departures and United Airlines and American Airlines voluntarily
began using NADP-1 for their Orange County departures. Delta Air Lines and Frontier
Airlines now fly less noise-generating aircraft to and from John Wayne Airport and have
also been active participants in our discussions. Alaska Airlines has also been at the table
for the workshops and has agreed to adopt the optimal departure solution once test flown
by other carriers. Collaborative discussions with all carriers continue.
On behalf of the City of Newport Beach, I wish to thank Southwest Airlines for being a part
of this unique endeavor. We greatly appreciate your cooperation and are planning to
publicly thank you as well once the new year begins.
We look forward to continuing to work together on ways to reduce community noise levels.
Thank you again.
Sincerely,

��

Diane Dixon
Newport Beach City Council Member
Vice Chair, City Aviation Committee
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Our collective discussions have been fruitful. Based on HMMH's study and through our
working group meetings, we found that NADP-1, and in many cases combined with a
reduction in power at 1,200 feet or higher, is generally the best option currently identified
for reducing community noise levels. Southwest Airlines was already using this procedure
to qualify for Class E departures and United Airlines and American Airlines voluntarily
began using NADP-1 for their Orange County departures. Delta Airlines and Frontier
Airlines now fly less noise-generating aircraft to and from John Wayne Airport and have
also been active participants in our discussions. Alaska Airlines has also been at the table
for the workshops and has agreed to adopt the optimal departure solution once test flown
by other carriers. Collaborative discussions with all carriers continue.
On behalf of the City of Newport Beach, I wish to thank United Airlines for being a part of
this unique endeavor. We greatly appreciate your cooperation and are planning to publicly
thank you as well once the new year begins.
We look forward to continuing to work together on ways to reduce community noise levels.
Thank you again.
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Newport Beach City Council Member
Vice Chair, City Aviation Committee
Cc: Janet Lamkin, President, California, United Airlines
Melinda Franklin, Managing Director, Corporate and Government Affairs, Western
Region

